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Abstract: This article starts with approaches that examine single concepts and suggests this is not representative of the real-life situation. Theoretical approaches based on several dimensions are then discussed, with detailed coverage of the Demand-Resources-Individual Effects (DRIVE) model. Empirical research on the combined effects of occupational risk factors is also discussed. The well-being process model covered positive and negative predictors, appraisals and outcomes. The effects of the predictors are mainly independent and can be combined into a single score. The impact of new potential predictors can then be assessed with control for established predictors. The outcome measures can also be combined into a single score. Analysis of the individual components of the well-being process can still be made, but the single predictor and single outcome approach are simple and ideal for inclusion in studies examining the effect of other factors on well-being.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The WHO has stated that there is more to health than the absence of disease. This has led to researchers focusing on the quality of life and well-being. The present article traces the research journey to the current approach to well-being. The general features of the present approach are introduced here, followed by the path taken to develop the methodology. The article ends with some examples that have used these methods and some recommendations for future research.

The current approach has led to the development of a questionnaire that measures well-being. It can be used with different populations, with only slight changes needed to address specific contextual issues. For example, the questionnaire for workers and students is very similar, but there are different questions relating to the sources of stress in those groups. Practical issues played a large part in the development of the measuring instrument. Long questionnaires often lead to poor compliance, so the use of short measures was essential. Different types of research require different measures. Initially, one needs a short survey to determine whether well-being is an issue. This has led to the development of both short and long versions of the questionnaire. The longer version provides a more detailed profile of well-being and is preferable for research.

The development of the questionnaire has an underlying theoretical model. The general structure of the model is that it covers factors, both external and internal, that influence well-being, appraisal of well-being (e.g. perceptions of stress or life satisfaction), and both positive (e.g. happiness, positive affect) and negative (e.g. anxiety, depression and negative affect) outcomes. A central feature of the present article is the method of analysis of such data. The current approach starts by combining predictor variables and examines associations with a single outcome. Further analyses of the microstructure of the associations allow one to identify key factors which need to be addressed to improve well-being.

The current model is a simplification of a more complex process. Other variables, both predictors and outcomes, can be added to the model. In the analyses, the combined effects of the established predictors are co-varied, and the new variables examined. If the new variables add additional predictive power, they become established factors that, provided their effects can be replicated, develop the sophistication of the model of well-being.
1.1. Individual Factors Influencing Health and Safety

Initial research in the area of health and safety examined potential risk factors in isolation. This does not reflect the real-life situation where the person is exposed to a combination of different factors. A good example of the individual factor approach can be seen in research on the effects of noise (Smith & Broadbent, 1991; Smith, 1989, 1990, 1991; Smith & Jones, 1992). If one examines research on noise and accidents at work, one finds that the early research aimed at identifying associations between the two. However, it was apparent that noisy workplaces have other negative features (e.g. the presence of dangerous machinery). This led to laboratory studies of controlled noise exposure or epidemiological studies that statistically controlled for other factors but did not look at the combined effects of the different potential risks. A similar approach occurred in the area of working hours (Folkard & Monk, 1985; Smith, 1992). This research did identify that the effects of the work schedule depended on the characteristics of the person and the task they were carrying out.

1.2. Laboratory Studies of Combined Effects

Studies in the 1980's examined the combined effects of noise and night-work on performance efficiency and mood (Smith, 1986; Smith & Miles, 1987a, b). The results demonstrated significant effects of both variables, but they were independent, and few interactions between noise and night-work were observed. Health Psychology then started to develop more sophisticated models of health, and these were examined in studies examining psychosocial factors and susceptibility to the common cold. Of primary interest were the potential association between stress and susceptibility to experimentally induced infection (with upper respiratory tract viruses) and illness (Cohen, Tyrrell, & Smith, 1991, 1993; Cohen et al., 1993). The combined stress score (negative life events + perceived stress + negative affect) was related to susceptibility to infection and illness in a linear dose-response. Secondary analyses showed that the different components of the combined effects score influenced different biological mechanisms. Life events were related to an increased risk of developing symptoms, whereas perceived stress and negative affect increased the risk of infection.

1.3. The Demands-Control-Support Model

One of the significant developments in occupational health psychology was the Demands-Control model (Karasek, 1979). This model identified the importance of job demands and control over work. The novel prediction was that it was the combination of high demands and low control that would lead to the most negative outcomes. Social support was a later addition to the model (Johnson & Hall, 1988), with research showing that appropriate support could buffer against the effects of high demands. More recent research demonstrates the effects of demands, control and support, but shows that their effects are mainly independent (de Lange et al., 2010). Other approaches have stressed the importance of combinations of factors, with Effort-Reward imbalance (Siegrist et al., 2004) being a popular model.

1.4. Combined Effects of Occupational Risk Factors

This research (Smith, McNamara & Wellens, 2004) had five main aims. The first was to review the literature on the combined effects of occupational hazards on health and safety. Secondly, to conduct secondary analyses of self-report data from randomly selected community samples (Smith et al., 2000) to examine associations between combinations of workplace factors on health and safety. Thirdly, to examine the effects of combinations of workplace factors on accidents at work in a sample attending Accident and Emergency. Fourthly, to investigate the effects of combinations of workplace factors on performance efficiency and physiology. Finally, apply the approach to other current topics of interest and review the implications of the results for policy issues such as the HSE stress management standards (Mackay et al., 2004).
The results showed that there was little existing literature on the combined effects of occupational risk factors (Smith & Mackay, 2001). The secondary analyses showed that combinations of workplace factors (the Negative Occupational Factors Score) were associated with health and safety outcomes, and many of the associations were consistent across different industry sectors (Smith et al., 2001). An example is shown in Table 1, with perceived occupational stress as the outcome and quartiles of the combined effect score as predictors. The results show a linear relationship between total negative job characteristics and perceived stress at work.

Table 1. The total negative factors score (split into quartiles, first quartile = lowest number of negative factors, the fourth quartile = highest) and occupational stress (being in the high-stress category, defined as reporting being very or extremely stressed in work).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.32-1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.72-2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>3.17-4.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the associations between the negative factors score and outcomes were due to stress mediation. Negative occupational factors combined with demographic characteristics to increase the risk of stress and minor injuries at work. Dissection of the negative occupational factors scores identified outcomes influenced by job demand-control-support, physical hazards/working hours, and effort-reward imbalance. Certain outcomes were associated with all predictors, others by pairs of predictors and some were only associated with a specific dimension. Stress at work was associated with all predictors, but a combination of high demands/high effort had the most significant effect. Analyses of longitudinal data confirmed results from the cross-sectional analyses and gave a better indication of causality. The Accident and Emergency Unit study results revealed that the negative occupational factors score was also associated with work accidents.

Similarly, combinations of occupational factors were associated with objective measures of performance and physiology (Wellens & Smith, 2006). The present approach has also been applied to specific problems in certain occupations (e.g. seafarers fatigue, Smith et al., 2006; McNamara & Smith, 2020; Wellens et al., 2020) and in assessing the association between drug use and safety at work (Smith et al., 2004a, b). It has substantial implications for developing stress management standards, an approach used by the U.K. Health and Safety Executive to prevent and manage stress at work.

2. THE DEMANDS-RESOURCE-INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS (DRIVE) MODEL

The combined effects approach focused on combinations of job characteristics. Other research (Smith et al., 2000) showed that demographic factors and type of job (e.g. part-time v full-time) also had additive effects, with the combined score having a linear dose-response with outcomes like occupational stress. The subsequent development (Mark & Smith, 2008) led to individual characteristics, such as coping styles, being added to the Demands-Resources model. This model is shown in Figure 1. It has many features of earlier models of stress but puts a greater emphasis on individual characteristics and personal resources. The basic model included factors from the Demand-Control-Support model (DCS) model, attributional explanatory styles, coping behaviours, and outcomes such as anxiety, depression, and job satisfaction. The model was intended as a general framework into which study relevant variables could be added. The simple DRIVE model proposed direct effects of the predictor variables on outcomes and moderation of the effects of demands by individual differences and resources. The enhanced DRIVE model included perceived stress and other interactive effects. Research using the DRIVE model has shown direct effects of the predictor variable groups on outcomes but little support for interactions (Mark & Smith, 2011, 2012). Research has also shown that certain effects of job characteristics are mediated through perceived stress (Galvin, 2016; Nelson, 2017).
3. WELL-BEING AT WORK

Some researchers (e.g. Wadell & Burton, 2006) have argued that “Work is good for you” However, a literature review shows that it is the absence of work that is bad. Work per se is not necessarily good – but good work is good for you (Smith & Wadsworth, 2011). This then leads one to the question of “What is a good job” or what psychosocial characteristics underlies the association between work and positive outcomes. A literature review (Wadsworth et al., 2010) showed that there is very little published evidence on its positive effects compared to the negative effects of work. Indeed, the literature on positive aspects has many problems, such as a lack of theory, lack of data to support views and weak methodology. Measures of well-being are mainly outcomes and do not reflect the “well-being process”, which is necessary to understand the topic.

Secondary analyses of large-scale surveys (Wadsworth, Chaplin & Smith, 2010) compared the effects of the presence and absence of positive/negative job characteristics. For example, the analyses considered questions such as: “Is the presence of social support good, the absence of social support bad, or are both true” This was done by splitting the scores into tertiles (three equal parts), using the mid-value as the reference value, and examining whether equal and opposite changes occurred at opposite ends of the continuum. The results from these analyses showed that dose-response did not occur for all types of association. This shows that one must examine both ends of the continuum – the presence of positive features and the absence of negative features – rather than inferring the effects of one from the other. Additional survey data, including positive job characteristics, appraisals and outcomes, were also collected (Smith et al., 2011). The primary question addressed was what predicts positive outcomes? Again, a combined effects approach was used, and the “good job score”, which best predicted positive outcomes (e.g. good health; well-being), was calculated by the sum of positive job characteristics/appraisals and the absence of negative characteristics/appraisals. An example of this is shown in Table 2. This shows that those with the highest good job score were nearly 23 times more likely to be in the high positive health group than those in the lowest good job category.

Table 2. Associations between the good job score (shown as quartiles) and positive mental health (a median split into high/low groups)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quartile</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low good job</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second quartile</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third quartile</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High good job</td>
<td>22.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This research on “What is a good job” showed that a multi-dimensional model of well-being at work is required and that it should measure a wide range of job characteristics, job attitudes, individual characteristics and outcomes. This has been addressed by developing surveys involving short measures of many concepts, and an example which led to the development of the Wellbeing Process Questionnaire (WPQ), which has been used in research on many of the above issues (Williams & Smith, 2012).

4. THE WELL-BEING PROCESS MODEL

Well-being involves many different factors and is often difficult to define. The “well-being process Model” involved a holistic approach to well-being (Williams & Smith, 2012) which provided a theoretical framework and a measuring instrument used in policy and practice. The approach was based on the Demands-Resources-Individual Effects (DRIVE) model and also included positive individual characteristics (self-efficacy, self-esteem and optimism), positive appraisals (e.g. job and life satisfaction) and outcomes (e.g. happiness and positive affect). Positive outcomes are central to research on subjective well-being (Diener, 1984, 2000; Ryff & Singer, 2008). However, it is essential to include both negative and positive components of well-being as they involve different CNS functions.

The above model led to a measuring instrument with both positive (e.g. control and support) and negative characteristics (e.g. demands), appraisals (positive: life satisfaction; negative: perceived stress), individual characteristics (e.g. negative: negative coping; positive: positive personality) and outcomes (positive: happiness, negative: anxiety and depression). The well-being process model requires measurement of many factors, which led to a very long and not acceptable questionnaire to the respondents. Short scales were developed, and these were highly correlated with the original longer scales. The single questions provide examples of the concept being measured, and responses are made using a scale of 1-10, which allows a greater potential range of responses. An example is shown below:

“Job Demands: I feel that I do not have the time I need to get my work done (for example I am under constant time pressure, interrupted in my work, or overwhelmed by responsibility or work demands)”
Response: on a 10-point scale from Disagree strongly to Agree strongly.

The Wellbeing Process Questionnaire (WPQ - Williams & Smith, 2016, 2018b; Williams, Pendlebury & Smith, 2017; Williams, Thomas & Smith, 2017), and the Smith Wellbeing Questionnaire (SWELL – Smith & Smith, 2017a, 2017b, 2018) were developed in this way, with SWELL having a more comprehensive range of outcomes related to health and performance efficiency. The questionnaires were also modified for use with students (Williams, Pendlebury, Thomas & Smith, 2017; Alharbi & Smith, 2019; Nor & Smith, 2019). The WPQ has good reliability and validity. It has been used in cross-sectional research and also longitudinal studies, which can identify causal relationships (Galvin, 2016; Nelson, 2017). An initial study with university staff revealed significant correlations between the new short items and the original full scales (e.g. average for personality: 0.66; average correlation for work characteristics: 0.7). The predictive validity was examined by testing the Effort-Reward Imbalance and Job-Demands-Control-Support models with both the long scales and the short items. Similar results were obtained with both sets of questions (i.e., the predictive validity of the short items was comparable to that of the long scales). The use of short items enables one to add more concepts to the model. Different concepts often overlap, and when they are all included in a single analysis, only some remain significant. Using this approach, the following constructs were identified as established predictors:

- Negative job characteristics: Demands; Effort; Over-commitment.
- Positive job characteristics: Rewards; Control; Support; Consultation on change; Good supervisor relationship.
- Positive life circumstances: Uplifts; Flourishing; Social Support.
- Negative life circumstances: Hassles.
- Positive Personality: Optimism; Self-esteem; Self-Efficacy; Emotional Stability.
- Negative Coping: Avoidance; Self-blame; Wishful thinking.
Research has shown that only certain variables predict specific outcomes. For example, work characteristics were strong predictors of job satisfaction and job stress, whereas personality was a better predictor of positive and negative outcomes. Other concepts have also been added to the model. These have included other outcomes such as fatigue (Smith, 2018), sleepiness (Howells & Smith, 2019) and burnout (Omoseshin & Smith, 2019). The approaches described here have been used to address many other topics. First, research has investigated well-being at work in many different job sectors (the police; call centres; offshore; seafarers; and healthcare professionals). Second, additional constructs have been examined to see how these fit into the model (ethnicity, religion, other aspects of personality). Third, other occupational outcomes have been investigated, and predictors of them examined (accidents, musculoskeletal disorders, absenteeism, and presenteeism). The research has also been conducted in different countries to determine which effects may be culture-specific and more generic. Future research should use the approach to evaluate interventions that aim to change working practices or offer occupation support.

The most recent change in the methodology has been to adopt a more straightforward method of analysis. This was outlined in the introduction and involves using a single measure of established predictors and a single outcome score. It is essential to point out that one can still examine the microstructure of well-being by looking at individual variables (Smith & Firman, 2019). However, the new approach is primarily intended to assess the impact of new variables, and two examples are now given.

5. THE CURRENT APPROACH

The above account has traced the development of the well-being process approach. One obvious development is that the versions for workers and students are now somewhat different from the original versions. The latest versions are available on Research Gate. Both long and short versions have been developed, the short versions being instrumental when other topics are measured in the survey.

The second recent development has been in the analysis of the questionnaire. Two examples of the new approach are now given, the first (Smith, in press) involving a re-analysis of an already published study, and the second (Zhang & Smith, submitted) a preliminary study of the use of the questionnaire with a Chinese sample.

5.1. A Secondary Analysis of the Well-Being of Nurses

The original analysis of this study demonstrated the reliable effects of the established well-being predictors on the positive and negative well-being outcomes. The secondary analyses aimed to compare the predictive power of a combined risk factors score (combing organisational and personal characteristics) with a measure (the Expanded Nurses Stress Scale, ENSS) covering operational issues such as interacting with relatives of patients, coping with death and dying, and interactions with other members of staff, and with the extent to which they were flourishing, and had recent hassles in their daily life.

The study had a sample of 178 nurses. The predictors of well-being (job resources, job demands, social support, positive personality, and coping styles) were combined into a single score (negative predictors – positive predictors). The outcomes were also combined to give a single well-being score (negative outcomes-positive outcomes).

Initial analyses showed significant correlations between the predictor variables and the well-being outcome. A regression analysis, with the well-being outcome as the dependent variable, revealed a significant effect of the combined predictor score but showed that the ENSS score was no longer significant. The new measures, hassles and flourishing, had significant additional effects on well-being.

The combined effects of established predictors of well-being were highly significant in this study. The association of the ENSS score with well-being could be accounted for by the combined effects score. Hassles and flourishing scores significantly affected well-being, even when the combined effects score was included in the model. This suggests that they should be added to the WPQ as they add to the overall predictive power.
The following study continued using the combined predictor score and assessing the impact of new variables.

5.2. Combined Predictors of Well-Being: Job Demands and Rumination

A flexible and holistic model of well-being is essential for understanding the topic. In the present study, the Wellbeing Process Questionnaire was translated into Chinese and an online survey of the impact of work and individual characteristics on Chinese employees’ well-being. New variables, work-related rumination and problem-solving rumination, were added to determine whether they would add to the combined predictive power of the established WPQ variables. 109 employees from a wide range of different jobs in China participated in the study. The long version of the WPQ had 38 questions covering 11 dimensions, and the short version had 13 questions.

The results revealed that the long and short versions of the scale were highly correlated and reliable. The combined predictors' score was significantly correlated with the well-being outcome score. Analyses including both the combined predictors of the score and the rumination scores showed that affective rumination negatively affected positive well-being, whereas problem-solving rumination was positively correlated with positive well-being. This study confirmed the importance of including the combined predictors of well-being score when assessing the effects of other factors. When this was carried out, rumination was shown to be associated with well-being. This suggests that rumination is another dimension that will add to the predictive power of the combined WPQ predictors.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper aimed to describe the development of measuring and analysing well-being with a solid theoretical basis and implications for policy and practice. The research review initially covers approaches that have focused on single concepts and conclude that this is not representative of real life. Theoretical approaches using several dimensions are then discussed, and the Demand-Resources-Individual Effects (DRIVE) model is outlined. Empirical research examining the combined effects of occupational risk factors is also presented. The well-being process model, which includes positive and negative predictor variables, appraisals and outcomes, is presented. The predictor variables mainly have independent effects, and they can be combined into a single well-being predictor score. The impact of new potential predictors can then be assessed in analyses that control the effects of established predictors. The outcome measures can also be combined into a single score which includes both positive and negative states. This approach has been used before to examine job characteristics. A group of researchers based in Israel (Melamed et al., 1999) developed the Ergonomic Stress Level (ESL) measure. This measure included: body motion and posture, physical effort, active hazards, and environmental stressors in the workplace using a mixture of self-reports and expert ratings. Using the combined effects approach showed there was a linear relationship between the ESL measure and accident incidence. If research is focused on the current well-being process model, analysis of the individual components can still be made, but the single predictor and single outcome approach are ideal for research examining the effect of other factors on well-being. Finally, the latest versions of the well-being process questionnaires for workers and students are available for general use.
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